Let the Fun Begin!

206CC Deck Boat

LOA: 20’ 1”
Beam: 100”
Average Dry Weight: 2700 lbs
Fuel Capacity: 46 gal
Max Capacity: 9 ppl / 2400 lbs
Fiberglass Construction
Base MSRP: $35,172 USD (w/ Suzuki DF115)
If you’ve been following STINGRAY Boats the last few years, it’s obvious the company is heavily invested in the deck boat market. STINGRAY offers several crossover sport deck models (in both sterndrive and outboard variation), as well as several full-blown deck boat models in various sizes, available in easy-to-maintain outboard power. This past year, windshields versions of the most popular STINGRAY deck boats were added, giving families the deck boat layout they want with a windshield to separate them from the wind while underway.

With all the current deck boat choices in the lineup, where could STINGRAY possibly go from there? Fishermen like usable space and many families like to fish, so the next logical step for STINGRAY was to combine deck boat roominess with fishing features and a fishing layout. The result leads us to the introduction of two new center console deck boat models for the 2017 model year. These new models, the 186CC and 206CC Deck Boats, are center console fishing boats and family deck boats rolled into one. The versatility alone makes these boats perfect for families with varied on-the-water interests. There’s more though...

For the anglers, a low profile design makes it easy to access the cockpit. In the 186CC Deck Boat, a helm seat for two has an adjustable seat / leaning post for fishing, a clean dash design (that includes both a 12-volt accessory outlet and USB outlet, hidden in the storage cubby) leaves room for a 10-inch fish finder / plotter, a larger Deluxe Console, which features a footrest, and a 58” tall compartment that can be upgraded with the addition of the porta potti option, both consoles feature soft, streamlined safety glass.

The 206CC can be upgraded to a taller, larger Deluxe Console, which features a fully adjustable helm seat, large center console, two stainless steel cup holders, an LED cockpit light, a digital throttle pedal that also serves as a footrest, and a 58” tall compartment that can be upgraded with the addition of the porta potti option. Both consoles feature soft, streamlined safety glass.

For a day out with the family, these boats offer lots of space for maneuvering about, plus seating for couple steps of any place on the boat. We didn’t count the rod holders, but with built-in rod storage on both sides of the console, and other rod holders strategically placed around the boat, fishermen will have access to a rod holder within a couple steps of any place on the boat. Additionally, two rear flip-down seats make it easy for your passengers to enter and exit the boat from either port or starboard.

STINGRAY Boats are known for getting more performance out of less power and for creating a smooth ride, thanks to the exclusive Z-plane hull... and the ride is even better with the current generation outboard models. If you’re looking for a versatile boat with a smooth ride for your family that’s also a truly functional fishing boat, look no further than the new STINGRAY 186CC and 206CC models. They are already quite popular — STINGRAY dealers are selling them as fast as they can get them in their showrooms!